0'-6" MINIMUM NATIVE SUBGRADE COMPACTED TO 95% RELATIVE COMPACTION PER ASTM D1557

EXISTING GRADE MATCH EXISTING GRADE

FINISHED GRADE FILL TO BE COMPACTED TO 95% RELATIVE COMPACTION

BARBED WIRE APRON ATTACHED TO EXTENDED ARM

3'-0" EXTENDED ARM 5'-0" CONCRETE BASE ATTACHED TO EXTENDED ARM

3'-0" FLAT STRETCH BAR

3'-0" SQUARE 1'-0" SQUARE POST TO SUPPORT POST

FILL TO BE COMPACTED TO 95% RELATIVE COMPACTION

无忧

无忧
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. CONSTRUCT PERMANENT SITE AND EMERGENCY ACCESS PER TYPICAL DETAIL 1 ON SHEET C200.
2. CONSTRUCT 6' CHAIN LINK FENCE PER TYPICAL CHAIN LINK FENCE DETAIL 2 ON SHEET C200.
3. CONSTRUCT 30' SWING GATE PER SWING GATE DETAIL 3 ON SHEET C200.
4. EXISTING CHAIN LINK FENCE TO BE REMOVED.
5. GRADE EXISTING DRAINAGE FEATURE PER DETAIL 4 ON SHEET C200.
6. AREA UNDER ARRAYS TO BE CLEARED AND GRUBBED. 10' MINIMUM AREA TO REMAIN BRUSH-FREE PER INTERNATIONAL FIRE CODE 605.11.4.